
Methodology—an App for Android Devices 

Some exercises to try at home or whilst sitting out. 

Type “Rounds” for the Name 

Enter the Place Notation as: 

123456 by tapping the numbers 

at the foot of the screen. 

Tap “Save” when ready. Go back 

to the My Methods tab and tap 

on “Rounds”. 

Tap the screen to display the menu bar at the top. 

Tap the three lines in the top left and choose Method Player. 



Tap the Setup button in the top right. 

Drag the slider across to increase the 

number of “courses” to ring to eg 20. 

Also make sure “Interactive” is ticked. 

Click “Back to Method Player” when 

ready. 



 Tap the middle triangle at the top left to start. 

 Tap the bar at the bottom of the screen to ring your chosen bell. 

 Judge when to ring your bell by listening and following the numbers as they are 

printed out, or by watching  the rope circle on the left. The circles switch between 

black and white (to indicate the stroke) and when each bell sounds the  

corresponding circle  momentarily turns red. 



Other exercises to try: 

Add a new method called “Places 34” with 

Place Notation: 1256.123456.1256.123456 

Add another method called “Dodging 34” with 

Place Notation: 1256.1256.1256.1256 



Covering to a Doubles Method 

To practice ringing the tenor behind we need to be creative and pretend that we are  

adding a 6 bell method. 

The notation for Plain Bob Doubles will be: 56.16.56.16.56,1256 

The notation for Grandsire Doubles will be: 36,16.56.16.56.16 

Make sure you get the commas in the right place! 

To learn more about place notation tap the question mark (?) in the top right hand corner. 



Plain Hunt on Six—Original Minor 

 

 Plain hunt on six is already available in the Methodology Methods Library 

but it is listed under the name of Original. 

 On the Method selection screen tap on Library. 

 Begin typing Ori.. to filter the list. 

 Click on the heart to add Original to the list of My Methods 

 Tap on the method name to select it. 


